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AVCARD® Now Accepted at AeroPartsNow.com
Leading aviation charge card is now preferred payment option at new
business and general aviation online marketplace
October 12, 2017 – LAS VEGAS – World Fuel Services (WFS) announced today that AVCARD® is now
accepted by AeroParts Now (APN) – a new business and general aviation online marketplace for
researching and trading aircraft parts, accessories, and services.
“APN is an exciting new online marketplace for aviation parts sourcing and procurement,” said
Stephanie Jordan, senior director, customer solutions at World Fuel Services. “Our relationship with APN
is part of our expanded suite of aviation solutions. The AVCARD® acceptance network now extends far
beyond fuel and ground handling, to cover flight training, maintenance, satellite data access, and more –
to provide everything an aircraft operator needs.”
The partnership between APN and AVCARD offers many benefits to purchasers:





Flight Departments can save one or more AVCARDs to their payment profile on APN, which will
facilitate checkout and also enhance the control and tracking of overall aircraft and flight
department expenses
AVCARD charge cards can be issued by aircraft registration or to a flight department or parts
department, allowing operators to control expenses beyond the aircraft level
Operators can maximize rewards points with the FlyBuys™ Rewards Program, as all aviation
purchases with World Fuel Services are eligible for points – fuel, trip support, operational
expenses, and maintenance

“We are proud to align with WFS, a global leader in business aviation payments. With AVCARD and the
FlyBuys Rewards program, WFS is a key partner in helping us offer a state‐of‐the‐art payment solution
with greater transaction convenience and security to our customers,” said Owen Busch, CEO and
founder of APN. “The affiliation with AVCARD will accelerate the adoption of our new platform, as we
look to transform the business and general aviation aircraft parts market.”
***
About AeroParts Now
“Reimaging every part™.” Birmingham, Mich.‐based AeroParts Now—an online marketplace for aviation
parts, equipment and supplies—is the first end‐to‐end platform to connect aviation industry
stakeholders with all the digital tools required to transact, providing marketplace users increased
transparency, process efficiencies and a superior user experience. The company was founded in 2016 by
seasoned aviation and technology experts who have a passion for solving some of the most vexing
problems facing modern aircraft parts procurement professionals, including price discovery, data
quality, availability, exchange parts, repairs and payments.
With AeroParts Now, buyers have access to a real‐time learning catalog within a transparent, trusted
environment, enabling a superior process from research to intelligent sourcing, to payments and
fulfillment. Sellers can easily integrate with third‐party inventory, and with parts catalog software and
data, while taking advantage of a dynamic listing capability with real‐time market visibility. Repair
stations can receive automated repair order generation and intelligent repair workflow with proactive
notifications and alerts. For more information, visit: www.aeropartsnow.com.
About AVCARD®
AVCARD® is one of the most widely accepted aviation charge cards and is used by more flight
departments and charter operators than any other card. AVCARD® is not just for fuel. Our cardholders
can charge fuel, maintenance, charters, catering, flight training and many other aviation services at
FBOs, fuel suppliers and other aviation service/product providers worldwide at more than 190 countries
and 7,600 locations worldwide. www.AVCARD.com.
About World Fuel Services Corporation
Headquartered in Miami, Florida, World Fuel Services is a global energy management company involved
in providing energy procurement advisory services, supply fulfillment and transaction and payment
management solutions to commercial and industrial customers, principally in the aviation, marine and
land transportation industries. World Fuel Services sells fuel and delivers services to its clients at more
than 8,000 locations in more than 200 countries and territories worldwide. For more information, call
305‐428‐8000 or visit www.wfscorp.com.

